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Abstract— High voltage AC transmission is increasing increasingly more significance because of different favorable circumstances 

over high voltage AC transmission. High voltage AC converter transformer is the primary part which is utilized in HVAC 

transmission. Tap changer is a fundamental piece of any power transformer for acquiring different goes proportions to get distinctive 

voltage levels. Regular mechanical tap changers are generally utilized for this reason. Mechanical tap changers require ceaseless 

support when tap changers require visit activity. The tap changers in high voltage AC converter transformer is such an application 

where visit activity of tap changer is required. In this work a novel control electronic tap changer is proposed for bend less 

exchanging and decreased upkeep significantly under continuous tasks. The essential working of the power electronic tap changer, 

various topologies and certain plan parameters of intensity electronic tap changer for HVAC transformer are assessed and tried 

utilizing reenactment programming what's more, a low voltage working model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

On Load Tap Changer are used since many years ago. For voltage profile regulation change primary tap 

according requirement of under input voltage variation in conventional tap changer there are many 

problems like arcing, high maintenance, slow response time, wear and tear is high so this is big challenge 

to remove that drawbacks with the automatic voltage contract OLTC. By using semiconductor device and 

the controlling device by using of this automatic voltage OLTC adding taps this increases efficiency and 

system is steady after large changes of voltage. The main application of a tap -changer regulator is to 

regulate the amplitude of the output voltage. The  major  objective of the  controller  in  the  tap - changer 

system  is  to  minimize  the fluctuation of voltage  amplitude  with respect to the reference voltage of the 

regulation bus. This bus should be far from the secondary of the transformer. The controller must regulate 

the voltage within a given range. Normally the main objective of a tap-changer is to regulate and adjust the 

output voltage of transformer. The voltage fluctuation springs from the load changes. Sometimes tap - 

changer in power transformer is used to shift the phase angle. An on-load tap-changer (OLTC) enables to 

change the taps under load and it is utilized where a short period of time is required for such changes. In 

an OLTC impedance is added to circuit in order to prevent the short circuit during the tap-changing 

process while the load current passes the load when tap-changer operates. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Distributed Generator 

The current trend to meet increased power demand is to add Distributed transformer (DT) in the existing 

power distribution system. Incorporation of DT requires many technologies and new devices in the system. 
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Other countries use different terminologies in place of DT such as “embedded generation”, “dispersed 

generation”, “decentralized generation”, etc. Additionally, the definition of DT also varies among different 

organizations. This causes some mismatch on the terminology used and definition of DT. However, for 

this thesis, DT will be defined as the electric source proximate to the customer level. The size and power 

generation of these DT are very small compared to our traditional power generation resources. 

B. System Requirement and Regulations 

As discussed before, the influence of distributed transformer (DT) on the distribution network’s quality 

cannot be ignored. Before proposing any method a standard will help set the parameters and constraints to 

meet the requirement. IEEE Stands 1547 has requirements about how much voltage violation is allowed 

with or without the presence of DT. Voltage variations must lie within the permissible limit and compared 

with the nominal voltage at the point of the distribution network where DT are connected. The integration 

of DT is likely to have a significant impact aside from affecting the system profile and the operation 

challenges. 

 

C. Impact of DG on Losses 

Distributed generators have a significant impact on the loss profile of the distribution feeder. The 

location of DT is mainly responsible for the increased or decreased loss profile. DT can be compared with 

SC when it comes to loss reduction. . Capacitor improves voltage and reduced losses by injecting reactive 

power. Meanwhile, DT have the capability to inject real power besides injecting reactive power. There are 

many methods in literature which show how to find the optimal allocation of the DT. It is understood from 

the literature that whenever the distribution feeder has high losses, a large number of small DT placement 

can reduce the losses to a great extent. Larger capacity DT can be added after evaluating the feeder 

capacity 

III. CONVOLUTION METHOD 

The problem with conventional tap changer is its mechanical structure of complicated gear mechanisms 

of selectors, diverters and switches. The on-load tap changer (OLTC) has a significant influence on 

voltage stability. Voltage stability is the ability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable voltages 

at all buses in the system under normal conditions and after being subjected to a disturbance, increase in 

load demand, or change in system condition causes a progressive and uncontrollable decline in voltage. 

The main factors causing instability are the inability of the power system to meet demand for reactive 

power. A large number of distribution systems have run into problems such as poor voltage regulation, 

poor power factor, high losses and poor efficiency, overloading and less reliability for continuity of supply. 

The main function of the AVR (automatic voltage regulation) system is to ensure the security and stability 

operation of the power system, and ensure that the voltage and power factor of the specific buses are 

within the preset values, and also minimize line reactive transmission, reduce the power loss of the grid 

due to unnecessary reactive power flow. The AVR system provides real time automatic control for the on-

load transformer tap changer (OLTC). 

A. Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram 
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B. Explanation 

In oil-type OLTCs there are two types of switching principles used, the diverter which consists of an 

arcing switch and a tap selector, and the selector which consists of an arcing tap switch . Diverter type 

OLTCs change taps in two steps: “First, the next tap is pre-selected by the tap selector at no load (Then the 

arcing switch transfers the load current from the tap in operation to the pre-selected tap”. The tap selector 

is operated directly by the OLTC drive mechanism, whereas the arcing switch is operated by a stored 

energy spring. 

 

C. Advantages 

 Human Control Equipment 

 Free maintenance 

D. Disadvantages 

 Tap changer is connection point selection mechanism along a transformer winding which allows a 

variable number of turn selected for obtaining output voltage according to load condition. 

 Mechanical Loss high 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

The main application of a tap-changer regulator is to regulate the amplitude of the output voltage. The 

major objective of the controller in the tap-changer system is to minimize the fluctuation of voltage 

amplitude with respect to the reference voltage of the regulation bus. This bus should be far from the 

secondary of the transformer. The controller must regulate the voltage within a given range . Power quality 

is also one of the most important thing these days. Both the power utilities and consumers are quite 

concerned with the quality of the power supply. This needs the supplies to be at its optimum value so that 

the cost is efficient; otherwise problems such as over voltage, under voltage, voltage swell, voltage sag, 

noise and harmonic caused by the disturbances in power supply could be disastrous. Several methods have 

been suggested and applied as the solution of these problems. One of the methods is by employing an on-

load power transformer with tap changing, where the output voltage of the power transformer remains 

constant irrespectively to the input voltage or variation of the load. The existing mechanical on-load tape 

changing power transformer has few disadvantages as it produces arcing, requires regular maintenance, 

service costs, and slow reaction times . With the use of high power semiconductor devices such as triac, 

IGBTs, Thyristor, problems related with the mechanical on-load tap changing power transformer have 

been eliminated. In order to overcome these limitations and drawbacks, new circuits and configurations for 

tap-changers have been introduced. These may be classified into two groups. 

 

A. Explanation 

This proposes to Design of Solid-State On Load Tap-Changer for Transformer using semi conductor 

devices like as Thyristor using ANN control &Online monitoring using IoT. This problem addition of 

power electronics devices in circuit then the performance of the systems drastically changes. When output 

voltage of load changes this changed voltage sensed by the devices connected to output terminal ‘voltage 

sensing device’ and provide this data to comparator. Comparator is the device which connected in the 

intermediate between the input supplies ‘voltage sensing device’ to output ‘voltage sensing voltage. So it 

compare voltage and active the isolating device which turn on the Thyristor semi-conductor device and 
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then this semiconductor device adjust the taps according to the output voltage which is totally automatic 

operation. 

B. On-Load Tap Changer 

On-load tap changer (OLTC), also known as On-circuit tap changer (OCTC), is a tap changer in 

applications where a supply interruption during a tap change is unacceptable, the transformer is often fitted 

with a more expensive and complex on load tap changing mechanism. On load tap changers may be 

generally classified as either mechanical, electronically assisted, or fully electronic. 

These systems usually possess 33 taps (one at centre "Rated" tap and sixteen to increase and decrease 

the turn ratio) and allow for ±10% variation (each step providing 0.625% variation) from the nominal 

transformer rating which, in turn, allows for stepped voltage regulation of the output. 

A mechanical On load tap changer (OLTC), also known as under-load tap changer (ULTC) design, 

changing back and forth between tap positions 2 and 3 Tap changers typically use numerous tap 

selector switches which may not be switched under load, broken into even and odd banks,and switch 

between the banks with a heavy-duty diverter switch which can switch between them under load. The 

result operates like a dual-clutch transmission, with the tap selector switches taking the place of the 

gearbox and the diverter switch taking the place of the clutch. 

 

Fig. 2 On-Load Tap Changer 

C. ANN 

To reduce the switching loss, voltage stress of the inverter and achieve the maximum voltage regulation 

during dynamic load, a four layer back propagation classified artificial neural network controller is 

designed.  

The error signal is not fed directly to the artificial neural network controller. The feedback signal from 

output is converted to RMS value also the signal converted into per unit value. 

In a neural network layer, a design Maps all element of input(X) from its relevant minimum, maximum 

value. The feedback signal (error voltage) is fed to the neural network as an input parameter. In this first 
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step the carrier signal value is choose for minimum and maximum value to perform the sinusoidal 

modulation. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Mapminmax 

Second step the result of the minimax value is multiplexed into many neurons with their own weight. 

Every neurons weight is dot product with predefined base value, now it’s called dot product neurons. In 

this stage neurons are trained based on previous value of carrier signal, base value (depends on modulation 

index). 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 ANN 

Third step the first stage neurons Output layer have the process input of second stage or hidden layer. In 

this layer repeats the first layer operation again to minimize the error ratio.  

In fourth step output layer perform the sum the weighted inputs and predefined bias value. The final 

scalar value is considered as neural network output. 

 

Fig. 5 Scalar Value 

Output(Y) = weighted inputs + bias 

sum=(p(1n)w{1,1}n)+(a(1)W{1,1}n)  

Y=(WBias+∑ 𝑊𝑛𝑋𝑛𝑚
𝑛=1 ) 
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where,  

Y : the output of controller,  

Xn: the nth input to the neuron,  

Wn : the nth connection weight,  

Wbias: the bias weight,  

m : the number of neurons  preceding layer. 

D. Advantages of Neural Network 

1. ANNs have the ability to learn and model non-linear and complex relationships, which is really 

important because in real-life, many of the relationships between inputs and outputs are non-linear as 

well as complex. 

2. ANNs can generalize — After learning from the initial inputs and their relationships, it can infer unseen 

relationships on unseen data as well, thus making the model generalize and predict on unseen data. 

3. Unlike many other prediction techniques, ANN does not impose any restrictions on the input variables 

(like how they should be distributed). Additionally, many studies have shown that ANNs can better 

model heteroskedasticity i.e. data with high volatility and non-constant variance, given its ability to 

learn hidden relationships in the data without imposing any fixed relationships in the data. This is 

something very useful in financial time series forecasting (e.g. stock prices) where data volatility is 

very high. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

      This project was proposed for test re-enhancement aftereffects of OLTC controlling transformer. 

OLTC hypothesis, activity and model application with Steel Mill are likewise depicted in this paper. This 

examination is done utilizing MATLAB programs performed on 2-taps OLTC transformer and afterward 

the re-enhancement results show the impacts of differing tap proportion by utilizing tap evolving 

transformer. By and by accessible specialized arrangements empower the generation of OLTCs that are 

solid what's more, meet a similar future as transformers. At the present time and for years to come, the best 

possible usage of the vacuum exchanging innovation in OLTCs gives the best equation of value, 

unwavering quality and economy feasible towards a support free structure. The vacuum exchanging 

innovation completely disposes of the requirement for an on-line filtration framework and offers 

diminished down-times with expanded accessibility of the transformer and rearranged upkeep co-

ordinations. All these together convert into significant investment funds for the end-client. 
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